The Limits & Possibilities of Social Mobilization
Direct Democracy in the United States, Brazil, and Indonesia

A panel with **David Meyer** (University of California, Irvine), **Rebecca Tarlau** (Soka University of America Graduate School), & **Shane Barter** (Soka University of America, Pacific Basin Research Center)

*Discussants: James Spady, Sarah England, Ilona Moore, Alexander Scott, Laura Cossette, and Ian Zatkin-Osburn*

This panel will offer insights on the limits and possibilities for global direct democracy in the 21st century. From the Tea Party and Occupy Wall Street in the United States, to landless workers occupying land in Brazil, to villagers challenging powerful rebel rulers in Indonesia, the panelists will analyze the ways different political, economic, and social systems structure how and when resistance may take place.

The Revolution Will Be Fed! (pizza and sushi served)

**Wed, 12 Nov**
**1145-1pm**
Maathai 207